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Battle of The Books 2023
By Anika

It’s that time of year again….Battle of the Books!! The county wide reading
competition continues this year, and Harrington students are ready to battle it out and
extend their winning streak after 2022s victory. Led by Mrs. Gallagher, five teams of
students have been given the task of reading fifteen young adult novels and getting to
know those books inside and out. During competition, the teams are asked around 200
obscure questions to prove their knowledge on the book.

Some of the titles that are in this year’s competition are the Insignificant Events In
the Life of a Cactus by Dusti Bowling, The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan, Schooled by
Gordan Korman, and for the first time a graphic novel titled Ghosts by Raina Telgemeier.
All of these books are selected by librarians across the county and can be found in the
Harrington library.

The five Harrington teams will compete against each other in a schoolwide battle
on April 21st. The winner of that battle will advance to the county-wide competition on
April 25th at Northern Burlington Middle School. Harrington will then compete against
teams from Cinnaminson, Northern Burlington, Medford Lakes and others in an attempt
to bring home the win once again. Good luck to all of the Harrington teams!

How Di� Apri� Fool� Da� Star�?
By Siena Slepian

We all know April Fools Day as a day to pull pranks on people. It can be really funny, so, sometimes people

take the whole month of April to prank people. I personally think it’s a fun holiday to celebrate, but recently I’ve
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been asking myself: How did April Fools Day start? If you want to know the answer to this question as well, keep
reading to find out!

This holiday originated in France, around 1582. The story is that France switched the Julian calendar to
the Gegorian calendar. The Juilan calendar was a calendar that was created by Julius Caesar. The Gregorian
calendar is the type of calendar we use today. So, the French just decided to change the type of calendar they were
using, and the date moved back to January 1st.

Some people didn’t realize that France changed their calendar, and continued to think it was still April.
These people were called “April Fools” and others started pulling pranks on them. The pranks people pulled were
putting paper fish on someone’s back. They did this because they thought these people were “April fish” which
means someone who could be easily caught, or just a gullible person.

April Fools Day is also linked back to other countries as well. In Ancient Rome, they had a festival called
Hilaria, which means joyful in Latin. People dressed up in disguise’s and even mocked or pretended to be other
people, every year at the end of March. So, it was basically a festival of jokes. It has been said that the Ancient
Romans were inspired by Egyptian legends.

It has also been said that April Fools Day is close to the vernal equinox, or the 1st day of spring in the
Northern Hemisphere. So others believe that nature is tricking us, by making the weather change, so we can’t
predict it.

As you can see, people have celebrated this holiday for many years. The lesson in this holiday isn’t just
about how to prank people. It reminds us that we need to just relax and joke around a little bit. Besides, who
doesn’t love a good joke?
Sources:
https://www.history.com/topics/holidays/april-fools-day

3 Best April Fools’ Pranks in History🤣🤣🤣
By: Sanchita S.

- 3. America loses its gold
This is a prank that fooled both Americans and Europeans in April of 1905 when the German
newspaper, Berliner Tageblatt, published an article about a group of thieves stealing America’s
silver and gold from the US Federal Treasury building located in Washington D.C. This story was
very important at the time because this was before the federal government moved the country’s
silver and gold storage to Fort Knox, Kentucky. The newspaper stated that the thieves had dug a
large tunnel over three years under the Treasury building - and had already been able to steal
more than $268 million in gold and silver. News quickly spread across Europe and many believed
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a nationwide manhunt by US law enforcement was in action to find the thieves. People soon
discovered, however, that the story was a hoax when its author used a fake name.

- 2. Big Ben goes digital
Another gag on April Fool’s Day occurred in the UK by the BBC in 1980, decades later, when the
network reported that Big Ben would be replaced with a digital clock. The report also told readers
and listeners that they could win the clock hands if they were one of the first four listeners to call
into the program. This prank was not taken lightly by much of the British public, which views Big
Ben as an important historical icon. The BBC issued an apology after receiving negative feedback
in the UK.

- 1. Pasta grows on trees
Another prank in the UK! One of the most famous April Fools’ pranks to happen in the recent
decades occurred in 1957 on the BBC daytime television show “Panorama” regarding a group of
pasta farmers in Switzerland. The network ran a report on April Fools’ Day that featured a Swiss
family harvesting a record number of spaghetti crops from a “spaghetti tree”. In the show, the
farmers discuss how to grow the length of the spaghetti noodle and the farming process for the
trees. Since the BBC was the biggest broadcaster in the nation at the time, millions of people
around Britain watched the report. Many UK citizens during this period had limited knowledge of
pasta. Therefore, hundreds of people called the network asking how to grow their own spaghetti
trees before the BBC clarified it was a prank.

🧀 5 MORE OF THE STRANGEST SPORTS YOU’VE PROBABLY NEVER HEARD
OF🧀

by Jules G

1. The first sport on this list is from Finland. In this sport, menwill carry their wives on their

backs throwmultiple obstacles. The sport is calledWife Carrying. A world championship is played

every year since 1992 in Finland. The prize for the winners is beer. Howmuch beer? Thewife’s

weight in beer. In the world championship the only way to win is by being the fastest to complete

the obstacle course. Other wife carrying competitions though, have notably added prizes for the

most entertaining couple, the best costume, and the strongest carrier.

2.Cycle-ball is a sport where teams of 2 battle each other through a game very similar to

futsal (or indoor soccer) but the catch is that you’re on a bike…with no brakes. You can only hit the

ball with your bike or your head (unless you’re goaltending). The rest of the rules are the same as

soccer. This sport was created in the U.S. but ended up becoming popular in Europe and Japan. The

only world championship was held in 1989.

3. The next sport on the list is Sepak Takraw. Sepak Takraw is a sport very similar to

volleyball. The rules are the same as volleyball except the fact that they don’t use their arms and

hands. It’s pretty much like amixture of volleyball and soccer. It was first played in 1945 in Panag.

It didn’t become popular until 1960 though in Asia.

4. Shovel Racing is a real sport that originated in the 1970s fromNewMexico, US. This

sport involves the racer sitting on a snow shovel (sitting so that they are facing the handle) with

their feet pointed forwards as they sled down a snowy hill. Competitors will generally wax the



bottom of their shovel in order to increase its speed. The top speed of elite shovel racers can range

up to 70miles per hour. The person to get the the bottom of the hill fastest wins.

5. TheCooper's Hill Cheese-Rolling andWake is an annual event held in Englandwhere
participants race down a 200-yard long hill after a round of Gloucester cheese is sent rolling down

it. The event was traditionally held by and for the people who live in the local village of

Brockworth, but now people from all over the world take part.

Spring Break Originations and Destinations
By: Rose N.

Spring break is a much enjoyed time of year for both students and teachers.
Approximately 1.5 million students travel during spring break every year. Spring break
really originated in the mid 1930s in Upstate New York. A swimming coach from
Colgate University in freezing New York chose to take his team down to Florida for
training in Fort Lauderdale. There, the team practiced in Olympic sized pools in the
bright and sunny weather. Since you can only swim so much, the college athletes also
often partied. Campus heard that Florida wasn't a bad place to spend spring break.
The amount of college students that came from northern areas to southern areas
increased through the 1940s and 1950s. But, there are traces of a sort of spring break
from before then.

Spring break dates back to the time of Ancient Greece. The Greeks liked to use
a three day “awakening” during the spring season. This three day time period was
dedicated to Dionysus, the god of wine and fertility. Most students just look at spring
break as some time off from school, but really it dates back to hundreds and
thousands of years. The Greek are to thank!



Nowadays, spring break vacations and traditions have definitely changed since
the Ancient Greek Era. Let's look at some common vacation spots that you could
consider for next year.

● Cancun, Mexico
Cancun is known for its white sand beaches and clear, turquoise waters. Cancun has
awesome nightlife and other historical sites in the area. Many resorts are all-inclusive
and budget-friendly.

● Miami Beach, Florida
The beach provides gorgeous wide shorelines. Miami Beach also has Miami Beach
Pride and Ultra Music Festival(which both are typically in March or April). Miami
Beach also has a huge variety of hotels, from very affordable to large vacation rentals
to huge resorts. A hike through the Everglades National Park just about 40 miles west.

● Jamaica
Between the music, beaches, and resorts, Jamaica has things for everyone. For people
who like to relax and lounge on the beach, you could go to Negril, a laid back beach.
If you’re more of an adventurous person you should definitely choose a resort closer
to Ocho Rios, where you can climb the popular Dunn’s River Falls. No matter where
you stay, the food won’t disappoint.

● Bahamas
The Bahamas could be the right place for you if you’d like something like a bit of Las
Vegas in the Caribbean. The beaches are the main attraction, but also the resorts are a
huge hit.

● Punta Cana
Punta Cana is a great place for spring breakers who love all-inclusive resorts but also
for those who love venturing away from hotel grounds. The nightlife isn’t as abundant
in the Dominican Republic, but there are some great spots to go dance.

Spring break vacations have changed since Ancient Greece, when before it was
a three day worshiping period and now it’s traveling outside of the country. Spring
break has even changed since the 1930’s, from going to Flordia for a week to now
traveling around the world.

This Month in Science
By: Sanchita S.

Challenger...



April 4, 1983: NASA launched Space Shuttle Challenger for a mission called STS-6.

What is that, you may ask?

STS-6 was a collection of astronomical tasks performed by 4 astronauts (image below).

During Challenger’s maiden voyage, astronauts Donald Peterson and F. Story Musgrave performed the
first spacewalk of the shuttle mission.

Another thing this mission marked? The first ever successful deployment of a Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite. This is part of a system that provides telecommunication services to satellites in low Earth orbit.

Look forward to more of This Month in Science! If you have any suggestions, please email
SSubramaniam414@mtlaurelschools.org

🌼April Happenings!🌼
By: Yashmitha B.

1- April Fools Day
2- National Peanut Butter& Jelly Day, Day of the veterans
3- Independent Artist Day,World Party Day
4- National Hug a Newsperson Day
5- National Deep Dish Pizza Day, Bell Bottoms Day
6- National Burrito Day, National Siamese Cat Day
7- Good Friday, International Beaver Day
8- Black Saturday, Draw a Bird Day
9- Bataan Day, International ASMR Day
10- Global Work From Home Day, Golfer’s Day
11- Dog Therapy Appreciation Day, International Cheese
Fondue Day
12- Deskfast Day, Hamster Day
13- International FND Awareness Day
14- Air Force Reserve birthday, Ambedkar Jayanti
15- National Laundry Day, Jackie Robinson Day

16- National Library Day, Selena Day
17- National Cheese Ball Day,Ford Mustang Day
18- Tax Day, National Animal Crackers Day
19- National Garlic Day, Humorous Day
20- Chinese Language Day, National Look-Alike Day
21- National Bulldogs Are Beautiful Day, Advisor
Appreciation Day
22- Earth Day, April SHowers Day
23- National Email Day, International Creator Day
24- Fashion Revolution Day, National Brandon Day
25- National Telephone Day, East Meets West Day
26- International Guide Dog Day, National Pretzel Day
27- Babe Ruth Day, Free Feral Cat Spray Day
28- National Arbor Day, National Superhero Day
29- International Dance Day, Day of Plants
30- Honest Day, International Jazz Day
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Country of the Month

By: Nitya R.
The lucky country this month is Bhutan!

1. The word Bhutan translates to “Land of the Thunder Dragon.” It earned this nickname because of
the fierce storms in the Himalayas.⛈

2. Bhutan is one of the last countries to introduce television to its people. The government only li�ed

the ban on the internet and television 11 years ago.📺
3. Bhutan is the only carbon-negative country globally; it absorbs more carbon dioxide than it

produces.💨
4. Paro airport, the most dangerous airport to land at, is in Bhutan, and right now, only eight pilots

are allowed to land there.✈
5. The country’s national animal is a “Takin,” a mix of a goat and antelope.🐐
6. Bhutan loves their animals, so they made it illegal to kill any animal. This law comes from

Buddhist teachings, which prohibit killing any living organism. But the Bhutanese eat a lot, which

they import from other countries.🍖
7. To stay in Bhutan as a tourist, you must pay around $200 per day and hire a tour operator. You

will only need the tour operator if you’re not a citizen of India, Bangladesh, or the Maldives.🗺
8. At 28,840 feet, the Gangkhar Puensum in Bhutan is the highestmountain in the world, and no

man has yet to scale it.🏔
9. Bhutan has no birthdays; everybody turns one year older on New Years.🎂
10. Cigarettes and smoking in public places are banned. But the people of Bhutan are still addi�ed to

something, and those are Betel Nuts.🚬

Best Restaurants With Outdoor Seating Near Mount Laurel
By: Aarav S

Wintertime has ended and springtime is here! You know what this means! Now you can eat outside! Here
are some of the best restaurants with outdoor seating near Mount Laurel!

Inside Mount Laurel

Mama’s Pizza Grille & Bistro (2973 Marne
Highway) -
Cuisine - Italian, Pizza
Carlucci’s Waterfront (876 Centerton Road) -
Cuisine - Italian, Seafood
Miller’s Ale House (554 Fellowship Road) -
Cuisine - American, Steakhouse
Prospector’s Grille and Saloon (3050 NJ-38) -
Cuisine - American

Outside Mount Laurel

Moorestown
Blue Fig Cafe (200 Young Avenue) -
Cuisine - Mediterranean, Middle Eastern
Marlton
Redstone American Grill (500 NJ-73) -
Cuisine - American
Brio Italian Grille (500 NJ-73)
Cuisine - Italian
The Chicken or the Egg (121 NJ-70)
Cuisine- American



By: Rana Naseer🧩
Every year in April, the American Autism Association (AAA) celebrates World Autism Month. It

begins with United Nations-sanctioned World Autism Awareness Day on April 2. This year, April 2nd
falls on a Sunday.

Throughout the month, we focus on sharing stories and providing opportunities to increase
understanding and acceptance of the autism community.
How can I get INVOLVED?:

● Use your voice to empower those in the autism community, and accept those with
autism! Help individuals with autism reach their full potential. Show your support on
social media, and let people within the community share their stories!

● If you are someone within the Autism community, you can use the tag:
#MyAutism on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram🙂

● You can also help create a fundraiser to raise money for awareness about Autism!!

Together, let’s take action and empower the autism community for World Autism Month!
Together, let’s make a difference.😀

Books and Their First Lines
Five-Star Edition

By: Joanna L.

“I’m about to change into my school uniform when I notice the man floating outside my
bedroom window.”

— This Time It’s Real by Ann Liang

“While all towns have their ghosts, Rainwater’s were special. They sank through its submerged
sea caves and slithered up its cliffs. They bounced around its caverns and tunnels like electrical
pulses in a brain, echoing memories of footsteps and laughter and screams through the ground
and into the towering evergreen trees.”

— My Dearest Darkest by Kayla Cottingham



“Some say the heavens dictate the rise and fall of empires. Clearly, those peasants have never
met me. My abilities as a strategist have earned me many sobriquets, from Dragon’s Shadow to
the Tactician of Thislegate. Rising Zephyr is my personal favorite. ‘Zephyr’ will do, if you
please.”

— Strike the Zither by Joan He

“Ten. That’s how many bullet holes I counted puncturing the rusted brown Bardell County
highway sign.”

— We Deserve Monuments by Jas Hammonds

“The police officer’s body goes blurry, then sharpens again. I don’t stare at him directly. I can’t
really focus on one thing in this room, but when I do look, his face shimmers.”

— Legendborn by Tracy Deonn

“Alizeh stitched in the kitchen by the light of star and fire, sitting, as she often did, curled up
inside the hearth. Soot stained her skin and skirts in haphazard streaks: smudges along the crest
of a cheek, a dusting of yet more darkness above one eye. She didn’t seem to notice.”

— This Woven Kingdom by Marie Lu

By: Aarav S

Brief Overview of Earth Day:
Earth Day falls on April 22nd each year. Earth Day is a day about helping the Earth, as

its name says. There are a lot of events which you can do to celebrate Earth Day. The theme for
Earth Day 2023 is “Invest in our Planet”.

The History of Earth Day:
In April 1970, Senator Gaylord Nelson decided to create Earth Day because there was

no law about protecting our environment. He created this so that there would be national
awareness and the importance of protecting our environment.

Ways You Can Help During Earth Day
1. Stop throwing things away so we can conserve resources. Make sure to Reuse, Recycle

and Reduce!



2. Volunteer during cleanups.
3. Teach others about the importance of helping our environment.
4. Reduce the amount of water you use.
5. Stop using plastic and start using items which can be reused.
6. Use light bulbs which have a longer lifespan. When you’re not in the room make sure to

turn off the lights!
7. Plant trees!
8. Start biking instead of driving.

The Best Chocolate

By: Aarav S

I took a poll and asked many people what they’re favorite brand of chocolate was. Here were
the results:

It’s official! Hershey’s are the best type of chocolate!

Talking About Video Games Because I Can
Cosmo

Hi people. There’s nothing really special about this article, it’s really just me rambling off

about games I like. Don’t blame me, some games are really just good. Behold the power of music,

graphics, and other whatnots. So, let me just go ahead and inform you about three games.

Number three on the list is Needy Streamer Overload. It’s a strange title, yeah, but let it fool

you. It is a pretty disturbing game sometimes, but if you try to ignore all the disturbing stuff, it’s

really good. It’s about this girl who calls you P-Chan (Perfect-Chan), and she’s going to be a



streamer. She becomes somebody named KAngel whenever she is online. It has a really good

soundtrack and the pixel art style that’s used for this game is amazing. You can get the game on

Steam for $15.99. Also, I’m not promoting this game. Who told you that? I’m just here to say stuff.

Number two on this list is Project Sekai, also known as ColorfulStage, also known as

PJSekai, also known as JSekai/ENSekai, also known as Sekai. I’ll be referring to it as PJSekai as of

now, since it’s the abbreviation I use anyways. It’s a vocaloid rhythm game, and if you don’t play

rhythm games, then skip number two, and proceed to number three. There’s five groups you can use

to play the game. It’s pretty famous as of now, but you never know when things may die out. The five

groups I’m talking about is More More Jump!, LeoNeed, Vivid Bad Squad (VBS),

WonderlandsxShowtime, and Nightcord at 25:00. I am in love with Nightcord at 25:00 and

WonderlandsxShowtime. I’ll just call the second one Wonderlands. There’s a lot of great songs in the

game like Jackpot Sad Girl, IDSMILE, NIJIIRO STORIES, and needLe. You can download it for free

on the app store (only mobile), but I recommend checking how much space you have. Also, try getting

it on the Japanese app store. The Japanese version is way better than the English version. Also,

there are these characters I really like. Like Nene Kusanagi. She's best girl. There’s also Ena

Shinonome and An Shiraishi. You can go look up their pictures.

Number three on this list is Undertale. It’s a great story game. Now allow me to rant off

about this game, because it’s gotta be one of the best games out there. You play as a character named

Frisk, a striped shirt kid who has no emotions. Straight lines as a face. You meet a bunch of

characters in the game like Toriel, Muffet, and Jerry. Jerry is a special character, don’t worry. It’s a

great RPG that you can play on the computer and Nintendo switch. I don’t think you can play on

mobile, but that doesn’t matter. The character designs in this game are fantastic, and very special

unlike some games. There are plenty of stories you can squeeze out of this game, thank goodness.

You can do three routes, Neutral (which you automatically do when you first play), Pacifist, and

Genocide. It’s really just up to you and how you feel when you want to start a new game. I really

recommend this game to you gamer hermits out there.

Who’s a Good Boy?

By Aiden, The Writer

Find Chapter Four in March’s Paper.

(Email ideas to pawprints@mtlaurelschools.org)

Chapter Five

The True Sound of a Dog Whistle

“What is next anyway?” Bingo asked, not wanting to run into the
tremendously troubling bullies with their toddler-level taunts.

Knowing that her brother couldn’t possibly survive the lunchroom, Emily
smiled, “Lunch.” They walked down the hall and passed the right turn you would
have taken to get to the cafeteria.

Bingo gave Emily a look of confusion. “Emily, we are going the wrong
way,” He said, pointing to where the lunchroom was, “where are we going?”

We are heading into Mrs. Ferret’s room to have lunch.” Emily said.
“Are we in trouble?”

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/16obz3KTS3uH3T6k_uIvEASBSJeZ0hvAk6jsJ6NwiMX0/edit
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“No we aren’t. Actually, I eat in there all the time.” Emily grabbed
Bingo’s hand. They were at the door, “Sorry to bug you, but-“

“You are always welcome here.” Mrs. Ferret said, with a heavy sigh,
because Emily always asked that question. Emily walked in, with Bingo walking
right after, “Who are you?”

“I’m Bingo. I’m Emily’s brother and new here.” Bingo said in a soft
tone. He always thought eating in the teacher’s classroom was a bad thing, but
it sounded like a great thing and way better than the lunchroom. The two were
sitting by themself, chatting about stuff while eating their lunch. Bingo
opened his book, looked down, and read it for a minute, and he heard.

“Look! I told you that she is here.” someone whispered. Three snickers
followed right after.

Bingo sighed. As he looked up, they were like moths to a flame.
“What are you doing here?” Mrs. Ferret asked, “Aren’t you supposed to be

at lunch?”
“We-we-We are coming here to finish some work.”
“Well, you better be quiet and work here!” The teacher said, rolling her

eyes. “Especially you Sam.”
It was going fine, Bingo and Emily sitting around the teacher’s desk and

the terrible three, just a seat away. Emily finished her peanut butter and
grape jelly sandwich. She got up and threw the bag away. One of the bullies
got up and purposely got in Emily's way.

“Really, Olie!?” Emily said with a voice that showed she was more over
it than anything else.

“Oh sorry,” He said, “I am not the one who needs to pay attention.” He
made himself laugh. The teacher’s glance forced him to sit back down.

Bingo had the same sandwich and some, to his surprise, Cocoa Puffs (he
always pretends that it is kibble, but the cereal was hundreds of times
better).

Mrs. Ferret ran out, “Sorry I have to go, I’ll be back. Need to go to
the bathroom!”

Bingo munched on some of his “chocolate kibble,” He noticed something
shiny and silver twirling around one of the bully’s fingers. They stopped. It
was the dog whistle! ”Emily,” he whispered, “isn’t that yours?”

Emily put her hand around where the dog whistle should have been. “What
the-? How did he do that!” She said, She would let most things slide, but this
was way too far! “Give that back! I’m talking to you Olie!” She shouted,
getting out of her seat.

Olie had an evil smile. He took a deep breath and blew the whistle.
PPhhhhooooowwweeeeet!
The whistle made what should have made an ear-piercing sound. Bingo

covered his ears. The monster blew into it again.
PPPhhhhhhoooooooooowwwwwweeeeeeeeeet!!!
“Your stupid whistle is broken!” He said, laughing. He tossed it behind

him. Emily scrambled to get it back. She never planned to use it (unless stuff
got really bad). All she could think about was how Bingo was feeling right
now.

Bingo was in tears. The sound was the combination of high pitch parts of
TV static and a baby mouse's squeal. Why didn’t they just crush that thing? He
thought to himself. The only time he heard that sound was when Emily
prematurely blew into it when her parents gave it to her as a gift. He had



some kind of anger on his face, especially for someone who usually is cheery
and forgiving. The next time those pieces of garbage step on his tail, he will
not only bark back, but he will also bite as well.

PAW PRINTS April Puzzles
By: Liv A.
The answers to the crossword are the words to find in the word search!
Color the pictures too!

ACROSS

2. google said "a person who acts unwisely
or imprudently; a silly person."
5. jokes or tricks on others
6. another name for a rabbit
7. the ___ connection; the lovers, the
dreamers, and me
10. it is best either scrambled or perhaps in
an omelet
11. these bring May flowers and... pilgrims?
12. this weed starts to sprout and is yellow
when it bloom
13. the matter for this month's awareness
month
15. Small, slightly scary organisms with
many legs that come out in the spring
DOWN
1. baby farm bird that hatches this season
2. it has petals and a stem--
I think we get the picture
3. this has sprung
4. zodiac from April 20 to May 20
8. this outdoor sport begins in the spring
(men's)

9. this type of sweet is sold as egg-shaped candies in the spring
13. zodiac from March 21 to April 19
14. in like a lion, out like this



Words can go in any
direction... forwards,
backward, horizontally,
vertically, and
diagonally.
Words can share
letters as they cross
over each other.

Each letter in the
phrase has been
replaced with a
random number.
Try to decode the
message using the letters you are given.
Each letter in the phrase has been replaced with a random number.
Try to decode the message using the letters you are given.




